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About This Game

"Your queen has set up home beneath a rotting log. She is fat, and vulnerable. Her first brood will need to move quickly if the
colony is to survive. Their priority now is to find food, and there is plenty around; but there are other hungry creatures in the

undergrowth. The workers will need to be vigilant."

Empires of the Undergrowth is an ant colony management game, in a fast-paced real-time strategy style. The player excavates
their nest underground, constructing tunnels and chambers to store food and raise brood. On the surface, the ants claim territory,
gather resources, overwhelm fearsome arachnids and clash with other colonies. Nest design, army size, composition and attack

timing are key to securing victory.

Missions are narrated from the perspective of a documentary film maker studying the ants, who offers intelligent insight into
the goings-on of the colony and the undergrowth beyond. The primary game mode in early access is Formicarium, where you
take ownership of a home colony of unique DNA-harvesting ants as they work to assimilate the desirable traits of their foes.
You can upgrade them by playing one-off missions, sometimes with your home colony and sometimes with other ant species.
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Carve out and construct your underground nest to suit your strategy

Engage in fast-paced colony versus colony combat above ground

Play as different ant species and explore their unique traits and weaknesses

Encounter and overpower dangerous beetles, arachnids and other awesome arthropods

Grow your pet formicarium over time by completing missions
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Title: Empires of the Undergrowth
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Slug Disco Studios
Publisher:
Slug Disco Studios
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017
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English,German,Simplified Chinese
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NOTE: I will eventually update my review as this is like only 45 minutes in.

this game is charming as ♥♥♥♥. The graphics suck, but never mind those. theres worst things on the market.. Worst of its
kind. I thought Marlene was bad. This is bad puzzles, and gameplay mechanics (you'll see within seconds). The idea is to make
you die alot until you fiqure out the nonsensicle puzzle, or rage quit because the key fell through the floor again. It also crashes
alot, including steam and making my computer black screen twice. If my video card turns out to be burning out, I'll let you
know. I hope it is.

tl;dr Another one of those lame UE4 oculus-centric games with moderate roomscale\/vive support.

Get crowbar, use on tile get key, use shard of plaster from that room to cut light wire (wut), use resulting wire fragment to fix
cirtcuit breaker, activate circuit breaker, use key to open desk drawer, solve code (hopefully easy one), then solve room puzzle
by studying the 4 moves it makes and reversing them, resetting for mistakes. finale. see decent female avatar, keep review as is. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VoUBemKRzpo. the game is really good, but the abrupt ending........ more episodes
please, maybe from the POV of others. yesssssssss. This is a small team that does try very hard to make any problems right with
the user. I can say even though I have been what most would consider rude, they still remained pofessional and made it right.
This does not give you a pass to be rude ;)

It is also the fastest photogrammety software out there!
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Very interesting quest about cosmonaut Kosmos and his friend-helper Quest. Well-made plot, well-designed locations and
puzzles don`t let you get bored, but nice looking graphics and voice with a terrible Russian accent makes it clear where the
author of this game comes from and at the same time adds some special charm to it. I recommend buy this game at least for
sake of voice acting. 10 cosmonauts out of 10. Fruits Inc. looked like a nice casual game which i need from time to time but i
was a bit disapointed.

At first i tried Fruits Inc. 2 only to find it was made for a mobile platform. A lot of the art had to be stretched to fit a normal
screen so it was quite pixalated.
It's also unexpectedly laggy, you'd think it would run smoothly since it looked like it would run fine on a 10 year old computer,
this would get a lot worse when you have something selected and you can move it around without holding the mouse botton
down unlike a touch screen, at that point the game slows down below 2 FPS.

Then i tried Fruits Inc. 1 and found it much better. Everything was much more responsive. I thought i could recommend it until
i found out the game is broken and you can't buy resources which are needed past level 5.

Both games would actually be fun to play, both are short and not much in terms of story but interesting enough to play, the
sequel is still playable although both would need to be fixed, but until then because of the reasons above i can't recommend
them, not even on a sale.. Very basic and quite dated. Would have been ok in the 1980s, maybe even 1990s, but not by today's
standards. Doesn't have joystick support, only keyboard and gamepad. Even gamepad control is not very smooth. First ever
game that I asked for a refund.. This game was so good...

It made me feel badass, yet shot that feeling down with choices that you didn't know you chose making you feel terrible.

I loved the story as it somehow made me feel like a real bad person although I didn't think i had a choice.

Play it yourself, it's really, really good.. Well..... I really like this route.

7.35:
Scale 10 best

1) The biggest fault are the crossing gates..... NOW THATS ANNOYING

2) Weather needs to be hopefully upgraded to the future effects

3) At around 8 hrs of runnig the simulator straight through trying different things, I can't Find any fault other then that
listed above.

4) I reccomend This route!

Thomson makes good stuff

. Rescue quest is a match 3 game similar to a lot of other games.

What it does different is that you have different goals and spells.

The game is well done. The port from mobile is good, graphics are nice, overall quality is good if not great.

For me this match 3 game has been very good. I like how much content it has. Lots of different spells, enemies, keys. There are
more than enough levels and new content pops out pretty often.

I do recommend this for 10\u20ac.
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Chipmonk! Playable Characters:

In Chipmonk! there are 3 playable characters – Grey, Cheeks, and Red – each possessing their own strengths and weaknesses.

GREY
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